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A top shelf gin crafted with high altitude virgin juniper
from Exclusive Chinese Juniper and Blended with de-
cocainised coca leaf

Coogans Irish gentleman’s moonshine is an inspiring 
clear spirit, close to the grain with a youthful soft edge.

A light and exotic prickly rose petal liqueur with a subtle 
kiss of pink   lychee and petite champagne cognac.
Bad Angel Imperial, a majestic contender



An exclusive 
Virgin Juniper Berry 

from China.

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS

China

A Global Ethos That Allows Us To Craft Exceptional Products Of Distinctive Character & Memobrable Taste.

Chengdu

Japan



There’s A Lot More To The Coca Leaf....
A Top Growth Bordeaux Fortified With De-Cocainised Coca Leaf Using Mariani’s Original Recipe.

 

In 2017, 153 years after its creation & 102 years after being 
banned, internationally revered & award winning  
Vin Mariani returned... 
A top growth Bordeaux fortified with de-cocainised coca 
leaf using Angelo Mariani’s original ingredients of 1863. 

In 1863 Angelo Mariani inspired by Paolo Mantegazza’s 
studies on the coca leaf, combined macerated coca leaves 
with the finest Bordeaux to create Vin Mariani.
Vin Mariani was marketed as an aperitif, digestif, tonic and 
pick me up to provide a physical & mental energy boost 
needed by actresses, inventors & workingmen alike.

Rich dark red wine colour with ruby characteristics. 
Deep flavours, sweet, ripe, lush, concentrated 
& surprisingly light. 
Honeyed fruits, pineapple, apricot, vanilla tinged, 
layered with dark fruits, walnut & earthy aromas.
The racy acidity keeps it fresh & lively while unctuous 
honeyed fruits create the elegant & smooth finish. 



Pemberton's Gin is an exclusive blend of Coca Leaf & exclusive Virgin Juniper from China. 
Our pharmacopeia botanicals including Kola Nut, Damiani and caffeine rich Guarana & a secret ingredient copied
from the 18th centuary files of the late American pharmacist, J.S. Pemberton.
The unique combination of botanical ingredients are handcrafted to deliver a delicious, exhilarating, 
refreshing & invigorating shot with flavour that delights every palate.

Also, enjoyed with high quality tonic over ice and in all gin cocktails.

(41.5% ABV) 

 

A Pot Stilled Craft Coca Leaf Gin, Refreshing - Distinctive - Uplifting...  
Pemberton’s Gin is a Botanically Infused Distilled Dry Gin With An Exclusive Blend of Coca Leaf, 
Virgin Juniper from China & Other Unusual Botanicals (41.5% ABV).

NEW for Late 2019



AGWA DE BOLIVIA (29.5% ABV) 

29.5% ABV



Diablo mixed with your favourite drinkGinger

Ginger



(55.5% ABV)
Super -



A High Altitude Coca Leaf Spirit
Extra Reserve AGWA Blended With 8 Year Old Rum To Create A Smooth, Balanced Sipping Aged Spirit.

The world has some great iconic Carnivals and the packaging of AGWA XO reflects this with a 
selection of limited edition carnival celebration packs. The first of these will be Rio de Janeiro.
AGWA XO is all about celebration and fun and keeping the party glowing.
A super premium coca spirit drink that is blended with extra maca and an 8 year old high altitude rum.
AGWA XO is a particularly smooth, light but strong spirit (ABV 43%) with a distinctive AGWA
taste which is approachable and easy drinking.
It is best served on the rocks and sipped or used as a base for rum or coca cocktails. Since
AGWA XO already contains a superior rum and its effect is augmented with “Maca“, it’s the
perfect alcohol base for a great Mojito. 





Made with the finest distilled gin from Dutch distillers since 1977.





A seductive alluring experience that demands to be 
repeated. Bad Angel is sophisticated but irreverent light 
Liqueur that balances the luxurious aroma of Pink Lychee 
with the unique charisma of a youthful eau de vie and 
Petite Champagne Cognac, finally infused with a subtle 
kiss of Rose Petal.
This sinfully imaginative blend is a love affair of European 
French indulgence and an age old noble Eastern passion 
that spans both history and culture. The rare delicacy of 
‘Kwai Mai Pink’ Lychee was enjoyed by the ruling dynasties 
of Imperial China while the seductive taste of Rose Petal 
captivated by the Byzantine court. 
Bad Angel Delicately Crafted But Wickedly Bold.

(24% ABV) 
A Light & Exotic Prickly Rose Petal Liqueuer With A Subtle Kiss
Of Pink Lychee & Petite Champagne Cognac.

/  BAD ANGEL IMPERIAL (43% ABV)



(47% ABV)





LONG BAR SINGAPORE SLING
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